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PAD LTAH,KY, TUESDAY MOOING,SEPTEMBER 4, 1906

VOL. 23, NUMBER 114

RAPE CHARGED ISTENSLAND, FUGITIVE Clitetin
CONTRACT RATIFIED FOR STREETS CRAM JURY
BANKER, CAUGHT IttMORROCO.
TO BE RECONSTRUCTED. IS EMPANELED AGAINST COOPER
;•

Chicago Assistant District Attorney
ioeen
And a Newspaper ivian
Trailing Him for Some Time.

THEY WILL TAKE UP IN- BIRDIE BENYON, COLORED,
.F THE
EI:LD
ACCUS.31:4H
VESTIGATIONS THIS
MORNING.

FOUR KILLING CASES FOR TERM TEE MACK WAS BATTERED UP
Many

NO EXTRADITION TREATY, BUT AGREES TO COME.

Plaintiffs Virgil Berry Shot John Johnson,
Judgments Given
Civil
Proceedings
In
Colored, as Latter Was Stealing I
Yesterday.
Chickens.

CLAIMS

INSURANCE

Council Last Evening Continued What
the
boara or ruolic •WoriEs
Matter by Awarding Contract
COUNCIL "STANDS PAT" ON SALOON PROPOSITION

MONEY DOCK WILLINGHAM "GOT HIS."

The council last evening ratified cal municipal taxation 'because all the
Chicago, Sept. 3e—A cablegram to ney Olsen had since embarking on
The fall term of criminal court
Andrew Cooper, colored, was ar- awardment of the street improvement floating property is taxed at Chicago,
the Chicago Tribune from Tangier, the pursus of Stensland posed as the
hiorocco, today announces the cap- son of "Olsen," the name used by started yesterday and will continue in rested at Eleventh and Caldwell contract let by the board of public the home office of the concern, which
anx- st ssion for three weeks, with Judge streets last night by Officer Albert
now wants back the sum paid here.
)ire in that city of Paul 0. Stene- Stensland, declaring that he was
works to the Mlemphis Asphalt and
City Engineer Washington reportand, the pres.dent and manager of ious to overtake Ks "father'. who W. M. Reed on the bench. He opened Senser on the charge of raping Bird e
Tenn.
Memphis,
of
ed
company,
that
several bridge building comAs
Paving
him.
of
ahead
just
traveling
by
was
embank,
the
morning
yesterday
session
girl about
Benyon, a colored
the M lwaukee-avenue state
it panies had submitted to him plans for
effort
lowest,
no
made
the
was
apparently
bid
con.cern's
Stensland
C.
This
August
adwhich
the
grand
jury
years
panel.ng
28
is
on
Cooper
doors
old.
twenty
years
its
closed
which
the new bridge across Island creek at
The arrest was made by a representa- to conceal his trail the following was journed over until this morning be- old and employed by the N., C. & St. being $29,738.82, and calls for new Fourth street, but he was waiting for
not
Attorney
difficult.
of
in
upon
fore
investigation
starting
He
hand.
and
section
a
as
ra,ilroad
L.
Tribune
tive of the
brick streets on Washington between more concerns to submit drawings beThe closing of the doors of the the numerous charges to be laid be- was lucked up on being unable to
Olson of this city, who have been on
First and Third streets. Second be- fore he selected, the best one. The
After swearig in the furnish bond.
tit trail of Stensland since August 13 Milwaukee-avenue state bank, witch fore them.
tween Whshington and Kentucky ave- bridge will th4 be constructed.
Last evening the girl was go ng
Stensland had many friends among occurred August 6,caused more an- jurors the judge selected W. T.
Chief of Police James Collins rewomen of this c•ty on whom he was vuish. suffering and trouble than any Pepper as, foreman of the jury, and from Rowlandtown out to near the nue; First between Broadway and ported that he had collected during
many
then brought court to a close unt I depot, but went beyond her destina- Washington, and brick sidewalk on August $565 police court fines, $12o.65
accustomed to spend much money similar event in the West in
and one of these, feeling that she had I years. It was followed by several this morning, when he empanels the tion. She got off to walk through 'Washington fromi First, to Second costs, while $112 had been replevined,
not been treated by him with due con- cases of suicide and a number of petit jury and takes up trial of the the common, back to where she in- street. This figure includes the storm and there was $82 on hand for cold fferent indictments before it.
tended stopping, Cooper accompany- sewers. For the concrete sidewalk§ lection.
sideration, came to the Tribune a few people were driven to insan ty.
The grand jury consists of W. 1'. ing her all the time. She claims that alongside the brick streets this comStole a Million.
tays after his tight with informat on
Mr. Key was granted a license to
B. Rowland, D. W. Whirs. when they got out in the dark pluna pany gets $4,081.2o additional.
regarding the direction in which he
open a saloon at 826 Washington
Stensland lived a fast life, spent Pepper. G.
had gone. This informaton was money recklessly, speculated wildly George W. Murphy, J. M. Brewer. lie pulled her into the weeds and
The mayor will immediately call street, while John Golightly was
somewhat indefinite, but investigation and in one way and another made James T. Hilt H. C. Redick, H. Grief there accomplished his purpose. The the aldermen together so this board granted a' license to open opposite
John Dipple, Henry Scheer, E. B, woman immediate'y came down to
proved its probable accuracy.
away with about $1,000 000 of the
can ratify the contract, that will be the Union depot. Four councilmen
Richardson and H. C. Rudolph.
police headquarters where she pro- immediately signed by the Memphis opposed Golightly's application on acBegin Their Quest
money of the bank before the crash
There are about forty-five prisoners cured a wa,,Tant which was placed in concern's representative, who is now count of property owners out that way
A representat ve of the Tribune was came. More than 22.000 families had in
the county jail awaiting investiga- the hands of Patrolman Sensee, who ir. the city, and will start to work im- protesting.
the
and
at
who
bank,
Healy,
the
in
Attorney
deposited
money
States
sent to
President McBroom laid before the
ticn
and trial of the charges pending quickly had his man located and mediately. He estipiates he can comthat time was in the East, with the failure came as a crushing blow to
board the matter of a foreign conagainst them. There are only two lodged in jail. The victim lives in mence within the next week or two.
mavast
n
The
that
request
them.
the
of
and
the majority
information,
alleged murderers, Horace Jenkins. Mechanicsburg.
The council voted to 'stand pat" last cern placarding the city billboards
representative of the state attorney's jority of the depositors were wagea nature
with
the
kiting
charged
colored,
Bully Battered Up.
evening during their meeting, as re- with advertising matter of
office be permitted to accompany th earners, and the money they had ir.
claimed obscene, it being a naked
several
in
Mechanicsburg
perhegro
to
not
out
went
determination
gards
bully,
colored
their
a
Mack,
Tee
Tribune representative on the quest the bank represented all that they
weeks ago. and Cicero Anderson. the warpath last evening, but his mit saloons to flourish out about Elev- woman. He thought this should not
of the fugitve. Mr. Healy agreed had been able to save from the earnwith killing John Mix behind h ghway had a quick turn in it, and enth and Broadway, which point has be allowed, but nothing was done by
charged
Stens'and had for
and sent Assistant States Attorney legs of years.
the members.
, which to be passed many times daily by
corres- years plundered the bank by means of Charles Graham's saloon at Ninth and run up to a policeman's bit.)
tasen with the Tribune
Hill wants concrete
Councilman
othand
children
months
school
several
of
avenue
Kentucky
thousands
willing
was
laid him low so. that he
pondent.
forged notes, the juggling of the
and from the city. sidewalks built where no pavements
to
corn
in
ers
two
killing
;nee.
The
other
charges
his
Mack
to
stop
boisterousness.
and
It was ascertained Stensland had books, d•rect embezzlement
are those against Ed Scott and H. IL boarded a Rowlandtown car in a In taking this stand the council re- now exist on. Ohio, Tennessee and
bed from Chicago on July 12. gone bogus mortgages. A memorandum
Loving, who are both out on bstid. drunken condition and had to be put fused to grant a license to Theodore Jones from Third) to Ninth, and on
d'reetly to New York and sailed in leit by Stensland showed notes to
Eighth and Seventh from Jackson to
is the young man who killed off at Twelfth and Harrison street' Peters at rev A. Broadway.
Scott
a steamer of the White Star lue for the amount of $1,003,000, made up of the
but his, :notion for an orNorton,
Peters formerly ran a saloon at foto
plumber Stewart at Tenth and by tbe.., conductor., who found the
Liverpool. He remained in that city more than aoo items ranging in
to this effect did not carry.
dinance
taken
was
license
his
but
Broadway,
Kentucky avenue last winter, by darky a little too boisterous. Not
the members deciding not to ray any
for two days and then took a steamer amount from $1,000 to $ts.000 each
shooting him during a difficulty. contented at this Mack tried to take away two months since when all the more
sidewalks until the new sewers
for Gibraltar. which he reached ou that were. fore the most part, forwere
refused
corner
that
of
propietors
Scstt was one of those in the crowi possession of everything in that secunderground.
are
built
July 27 From there he took a boat geries. The proceeds of these trans•
then
Peters
at the Mix lolling.
The Loving tion, and officers were summoned penniesion to continue.
The mayor notified the members
actions had been sunk in real estate
for Tangier.
premrear
on
the
house
small
a
built
cl:arge is the last case set on the When Patrolman Hessian went ts
he would call dawn together in special
The Tribune crrespondent and As- speculations. Part of the bank's
docket and will probably be reached arrest him Mack decided he did not ises of his lot, and numbered it loao session at the proper date to give 4CCwere
have
Olsen
to
Attorney
thought
popularly
is
State's
money
.sistant
Conteading that the
sometime during the middle of last want to be taken, but several stiff A. Broadway.
ond passage to
ordinance providhot on his tra I and arrived in Tangier gone to Cashier Hering, who was
children would not have to lace a saers.
ing
new
the
for
a
for
the
had
it
also
left
applied
he
and
had
fend of race horses
about one hem he
loon if it were back there,
The city engineer was instructed
(Continued on Page Few.)
eContinued On Fifth Page /1
automoble fever. Hering, who surfor a license but it was refused by
-trip for the east coast of Africa.
to
employ an assistant at $125 per
take
is
even
who
to
the council who refused
rendered himself latter, and
Wait for Him.
to help with the public work.
month
bail to the
a vote on the application, inasmuch
It was ascertainea that he had de- now in jail in defaut of
Campbell was permitCity
Solicitor
down.
turned
onceas his had been
posited $1 2 000 in a bank of Tangier, amount of $68.000, has always denied
Edward Puryear
to
ted
Judge
employ
wreck'
The council voted down the applicaand. be:icy ng that he would soon re- that he was imp icated in the
the latter .to make an abstract of
for
to
license
a
for
Levy
Ben
of
tion
that
all city propelt47..esilich is to be sued
turn the two men decided to awa t Ihg of the bank but has asserted
open a quart liquor store on Third
At the
on for non-paythent of municipal
him there. A dispatch printed...1n the he was the dupe of Stensland.
Chairman
avenue.
near
Kentucky
bank the
taxes. The solicitor cannot locate
regular edition of the Tribune this time of the failure of the
C:-endall, of the license committee,
The
property, and
n
much of the derent
morning declared that the arrest of deposits aggregated $4.3oo,000
AFTERNOON
YESTERDAY
stated he learned that Leey had mishas BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS MET
for each
cents
tO
judge
fifty
is
t
the
.Stensland would be only a matter of receiver appointed by the courts
makin
them
to
AND EFFECTED A COMPLETE REORGANIZATION — PRAC- represented matters
paid
20 per cent. to the savings depieces
of
hundreds
are
There
abstract.
special
a
later
hocks
four
and
:hours,
ing application, therefore recommendTICALLY A NEW BOARD—SIGN CONTRACTS WITH MEM.o for taxes
t
of
-ti
to
ground
*d
edition was issued declaring that the positors, and further payments will
was
which
rejected,
be
ed the license
PHIS ASPHALT AND PAVING
NEW done. The council believe Levy wants due, but not paid.
FOR
COMPANY
fugitive had been taken into custody. be made •n a short time.
Excitement.
Causes
The board of public works was reSTREETS—INSPECTS NEW S IDEWALKS ON. WEST JEFFER- the grant for the Paducah Distilleries
During the period intervening beStensof
arrest
to 'have one o'f the new electhe
of
quested
news
The
Stenstaken
arrest,
his
tween his flight and
SON STREETS.
company, which had its license
of
stationed at Eighth between
lights
section
tric
the
in
received
land
was
land has been going under the name
from it July 1, because of obscene
Campbell streets.
and
Trimble
I
located
is
bank
his
which
in
city
the
was
the
advertise
busiIt
literature useli to
.of P. Olsen of Norway.
committee was rethe
railway
To
I
of
line
long
A
excitement.
learned before his arest that he had with great
•The board of public works met at !night, the board concluded to have ness.
request of the N. C & St.
the
ferred
bank
the
of
front
in
was
depositors
figured on spendng the month of
The council requested the board of L., railroad' for permission to lay a
the city hall yesterday afternoon at the reorganization yesterday and not
works to report showing what wagon road across Sixth near NorOctober in the Canary Islas& and waiting for their money when the
public
he
to
wait
until
the
regular meeting
it was 2 o'clock and the first business transprogress is being made with arrange- ton street, which is
f-om there going to London, as he announcement wee made, and
oheir freight
and acted was the reorganization of the held tomorrow.
ments for installing the machinery yard.
had ordered all his man i sent to the greeted with cheers, groans
The new board is composed entireMetropole Hotel in that city front threats.
board. James E. Wilhem was elected ly of independent democrats and a that will enlarge the electric Ight plant
Treasurer John J. Dorian filed a
office
the
at
received
advices
Later
including location. and construction of monthly report of the city's finances.
'Tangier.
was
Taylor
and
president
Dr.
Q.
J.
may be safely stated that, like the poles and wires for the new lights.
of the state's attorney threw consid•
It showed $99,6i48.47 on hand August
Big Reward.
old board, politics will not enter into
the statement that elected secretary.
on
doubt
erable
On account of 'the city engineer be- t; received during August $4.434:
A reward of $S000 had been offered
The organization as effected yester- the -conduct of the board.
Stensland would return peaceful'y
ing so busy 1* has not had time to get spent during August $3o,136.64; balfor the arrest of Stensland and since
4 tip is out, however, that the new up the plans and specifications, there ance
after the receipt day pract.cally begins the life of the
office,
the
of
Officials
now on hand, $73,985.o3.
'his departure from Chicago many deet a cablegram, the contents of new board of public works. Ever boed expects to overhaul, every de- was postponed action as regards adAccounts and salaries were allowed.
tectives had been on the hunt for him.
and
grading
which they declined to divulge, be- since February it has been known perinient under its control tad if it option of ordinances for
amounting to $19,632.38.
Dispatches were received almost daily
suddenly busy in the larepara- that an entirely new board would be finds room for improvements, they graveling Boyd from Sixth to Seventh
came
The mayor, was empowered to buy
from all parts of the world declaring
Nineto
Seventeenth
will be made. The record of the old and Clay from
tion of extradition papers, and it is in office before this fall.
block map, published by a Chicago
a
there
seen
that the fugitive had been
The first board was appointed by board is firstclass and one to which teeth streets.
expected the fugit•ve will make
giving location, description
row
concern,
and only three days ago it was de The board laid over the question of and size of all property in this city.
State's Mayor Yeiser in February 1904 and the members may point with pride.
fight for his freedom.
a
tiered with much posit.veness that he
concrete sidewalks down on The publishers want $40 for the map.
Attorney Healy declared, however, consisted of the late Edmund P. Thil record of the new board is yet putting
had been seen in Brazil and that his
from Broadway to Clay until . The board confirtned the mayor's
Twelfth
that there is no doubt that Stensland Noble, John G. Rinkl if and Saunders to be made, and like their predefirst put down. •
are
arrest was only _a. matter of .a _few
sewers
in
matter
cessors
A.
office, it will be a
Fowler. Mr. Noble was made
sale of the old city pesthouse
"will be brought back. as it is believed
was ordered to -furauditor
city
The
days.
proety, to
of
to
pride
and
with
Mr.
give
secretary.
Fow:er,
the
members
president
near the county poor farm,
the
give
will
Morocco
that the Sultan of
nish monthly statements to each mu- W. D. O'Brien for $1,000, the terms
Henry W. Hering, formerly cashier
him up if the United States asks for The latter became disqualified and re- city their best efforts In looking after
nicipal department head, showing the being $too cash and Poo note.
of the Milwaukee avenue state bank,
signed in February of this year by the affairs of the board.
him.
of the preceding month
expenditures
!earned early today of the arrest of
The sinking fund' report made by
his residence outside of the city and
The new board begin its career by so in this manner the department
Detective Arrests Him.
Stensland and expressed his pleasure.
mayor showed $21,866.27 in the
the
!helm,
was
by
Wh
Mr.
who
succeeded
Tangier, Morocco, Sept. 3.—Paul 0.
approv ng the contracts with the heads can see when they are spending
He said that he was surprised that'.
fund.
Stensland. the defaulting president of was also elected secretary.
Memphis Asphalt and Paving corn- morn than allowed each branch of
Stensland had been taken alive. exAn ordinance was ordered brought
In June, Mr. Noble, just prior to
the Milwaukee-avenue state bank of
government and regulate their in to prevent vehicles from standing
city
the
pasty
pressing his belief that the man
for
the
improvement of First,
Chicago. was arrested here today by his death. moved to his home on
C
purchasel accordingly, so as to keep Out upon the improved or re-conwould have committed suicide before I an
American detective and taken tc West Broadway beyond the city Setond and Washington streets. That within the limit.
structed thoroughfares of the city.
permitting himself to be captured.
Ithe American Legation, where he was limits and resigned. Dr. J. Q. Tay- company's bid being the lowest reIt was voted to allow the CommerFirst adoption was given the ordiWomen in Case.
placed in charge of Mr. Gummere, lor was appointed to the vacancy and ceived last week for the work, and cial club $500 with which to entertain nance placing entirely in the hands of
"I do not know," said Hering, "who
Mr. Rinkliff was elected president.
American minister to Morocco.
delegates coming 'here during August the board of public works the questhe contract awarded to them.
the woman could have been who is
Ten days ago Mr. itinkliffiresigned on
to attend the Immigration State -con- tion of merchants putting signs above
After signing up the contraets and
said to have given the information
account of the duties of the board invention, and also the State Agricultur- the streets and sidewalks fronting
forwarding
them to the general counwhich led to the arrest. Stensland
• Musicale Thursday Night
terfering with his business and Mr.
al convention.
their places of business. Before anyhad many personal callers but I have
Levy's Imperial Trio, a first class George Langstaff. president. of the c I the board adjourned to West
The finance comehittee was ordered one can erect a sign they must first
not known whether they called on orchestra will give a musicale at the Langstaff-Orm Manufacturing com- Jefferson street to inspect the new to look into the request of the Ayerto the board of works a drawpersonal matters or on business."
Eagles' Hall. corner Sixth snd Broad- pany was appointed by Mayor Yeiser. sidewalks. curbs and gutters recently Lord tie company that this concern be submit
sign, so the board can see,
said
of
ing
At the office of the state's attorney way, Thursday September d, at 8 Mr. Langstaff qualified September I, laid along that ' thoroughfare from refunded $606.38 paid into the city
is too long, too low, etc..
it
whether
all information regarding the name of p. m. A number of vocal and instru- and as the contracts for the new Nineteenth to Twenty-fourth street, treasury by the company as taxes on
permission is then given. Any-,_
not
If
the woman who had indirectly caused, mental numbers will be rendered. street work was awaiting apnrc-al by A few minor defects were found and their floating property for the years of otte violating the ordinance eoverinsf
the arrest was refused. It was an-I Proceeds go to charity. Admission as the board, and also some cont.-actors, the acceptance of the .work will come 1903-04. The courts decided the tie this point will be fined from Ss to VI&
before the board tomorrow afternoon. company was tot responsible for Inuounced that Assistant State's Attor. coat&
estimates to go befoie the council, last

Board Reorganized; Wilhelm
President, Taylor Secretary
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FS SCHOOL
EXAMINATIONS
OF PUPIL:
WILL START TOMORROW
MORNING.

General Teachers Meetings Be Held
Saturday Morning at High
School Building.

TEACHERS

NOW

RETURNING

-

,-,•••,-,11,

411111

11111

81111 II nal

"We Are
From Missouri"
mv_gmlirm
'ORIGINAL
6UDW E I SER

044

louser,Buse

and glad to "Show You"
that Our Sales of

Budivels r

-PrOfessor .Georme E. Payne of the
high school returned Saturday from
Chiago where he has been taking the
slimmer tormol course at the Chicago
.4.1.aver•i4y, and at -which plac
i
e he
took the Bachelor of Arts degree for
111111111
the second time, having possessed
74\
S RT:INADTEc
OoNiaSIEEa
Tilt
ths honor for some years heretofore.
In preparing for the resumption of
sthool next Monday, Prof. Payne and
Supt. Lieb have outlined the schedule
of examination that can be taken advantage of by any scholar who did
not get to pass when school c:osed
These examinations are conducted under the direct personal supervision of
Professor Payne. and all scholars
who who were prevented by slckness,
absence from the city or other causes,
from taking the regular examination
last June, or those who did take the
examination but faded to pass, and
have been studying during the summer months. can take these new exLniinations to be held this week, and
then if they make the sufficient percentage, will be promoted to the nex
t
highest grade into wh ch they will
enter next week. In arranging for
these tests the professor and superintendent set tomorrow morning
for
mathematics, tomorrow
afternoon
for H. S. English, and grammer and
language in the grades. Thursd
ay
afternoon al subjects not taken
before will come up.
It is the desire of the pr ncipal and
superintendent that all who' expe
ct
to take the examinations report at
the office of Superintendent Lieb tomorrow morning at the Washingto
n
building, where the tests w
II be
conducted.
It is expected that quite a number
will take the "examinations, which
have been held for several year
s past
SL Louis U.
just before resumption of school
in
the fat. in order to give a fina
l opportunay for the scholars to
advance
themselves to the next highest
grade
if possible.
Teachers Gather.
Next Saturday morning at
8:30
o'clock a meeting will be held
by all
the principals with Supt. Lich
at th:
latter's office in the
Wash ngton
building on West Broadway.
At this
gathering the professors will
talk
over commencement of school
which
Starts next Monday. After out
ining
many plans, the principals
and teachrace of so-called bookkeepers, sten
ers %VII hold their general join
ogt ses- •
•
raphers and '1.4o clerks" whe
sion and get everything ready,
111411111MMINIMMISSOIMMIOSSIMMIO
n we
while + TRADE SCHOOLS NEEDED. +
SIMINII
shou
after this discussion and coef
ld
be
at
leas
•
t
divi
ding
these into
erence,
• skil
the principals will meet in
led
arti
sans
, able to earn from
different • • • • • • • • • *
three to five times the amount
rooms at the Washngton scho
of these
ol, the
On the 1st of jajnuary last The "commercial" graduate'.
teachers having charge of roo
ms in Tra
des
man announced that during the
the respective buildings under
Then managers of industrial plan
ts
chargc pres
ent year it would devote much of discriminate to their own detrimen
of the principals.
t.
its
space to the consideration of tech- as few are willing to employ "beg
During these general and sepa
inratt nical educ
ation in the South. This ners." The need of the hour then is
meetings everything will
be gone promis
e has been in a degree fulfilled. vacation schools, where our youth can
over arid gotten into excelent
shape although duri
•
ng the summer this sub- acquire sufficient skill in some track
for the opening Monday. whe
n the ject has bee
n held somewhat in abey- to enable them to enter the ranks
children will be enrolled in the
morn- ance owing to the
absence on vaca- of industrial workers. and earn a goo
ing and given the list of boo
d
ks they tion of so man
y of those who are in- living in the outset of their careers.
are to purchase for study
this year. terested in
this most important sub i
About 9:30 o'clock the scho
lars will ject, says The
Tradesman.
be dismissed, so they can
come down
But now with the re-opening of the DIAMONDS IN UNITED STATES
:n the city to buy their boo
ks. Re- fall and winter acti
vities, both in busiturning to their respective
building in ness and educational
lines. The, Stones to the Value of $3o0 Found in
the afternoon, they take
up their rradesman proposes
Single Year.
to
resume its
studies. wbch commence
a nine active work in this behalf,
and it inmonth's labor with the boo
ks.
vitee discussion on the part of eduNever in the histor; of the Unit
The children are all eage
1116061~
r to re- cational boards. commercia
l bodies States has there been such a demand snw•ww 00116001101/411~~1111600110611100114
sume their 'studies and
•sss...
it is beleved and the press of the sou
for
dia
~/***********PilISOINIMM
mon
ds
as
ther
e was in Kos
th on this
school will start off with
MOSIIIMMINIMINIMMINIMII
an attend- vital subject.
Large quantities were imported, but companies, hilt carries
ance far in excess of that
Oat of tl'-' HARD
of any preLESSON IN SPELLI
If our commercial organizations will the country produced none.
American Real Esta
NG as of shimme
col ng year.
te company's
ring silver.
begin their fall and winter meetingsf In '9°3 it produced, diamonds to the bonds, a high-grade secu
rity. It prints
The last of this week
"Darling!"
value of $3o, in 1901 it had an outpat no Peruna advertising,
Supt. Lida by devoting a portion of their time
Exer
cise in Dictation Submit
fot!
but
will set the hour each
The. voice of the
ted to
worth $too, in two its production was cum soap. Harper's Mon runs Cutiday during each session to the consideration
youth vibrated
London School Is Somethly is high
of
which he will next wee
with deep feeling.
valued at $150, and in 1899 the coun- class in its advertising
k issue en- the establishment of technical,
agripolicy. Its
wha
tronce .cards to thos
t
Difficult.
"Darling, swear that
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for Six Months—from January 1st to
July 1.1, 1906—were

75,097,810 Bottles

•
p.

An increase of over 10 Mhos bottles
for the same period of 1905.

BUDWEISER exceeds in sales all ot
her bottled beers,
even though it commands the highest pr
ice, because it is
the purest, best and most wholesome
bottled beer in all
the world.
We court the most rigid e:mmination
of our beers and
Malt-Nutrine by all Pure Food Commis
sions.

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
S.A.

II= al INN III
•MI•MLA
J. H. STEFFEN, Manager
Anheuser-Busch 3ranch
Paducah
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TO WRITE THE WRONG

CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.

BY SIDNEY ALLNITT.

Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the United States mid
Russia.

"Miss Jane is In the garden," said ,
the maid.
The Australian commonwealth, talcShe was quite right. Jane was not Mg a leaf from the history of the
only in the garden, physically, but was United States, has decided to build a
also entirely absorbed in it, mentally. new capital which shall be free from
RECOVERS HER VOICE AFTER At all events, it was not until I had the influences of either of the great
ventured on my third salutation that sections. It will build the capital litFOR
BEING SPEECHLESS
she condescended to become conscious erally from the ground up and has
Attorney at Law.
ELEVEN YEARS.
of my presence.
selected a site not far from the pretty
"I wonder you are not ashamed cd village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Paducah
Roan No. 5,
yourself!" she began encouragingly.
Kentucky
Dalgety might have slumbered in pasColumbia Bldg.
Power of Speech Destroyed by Rheuad-

Rooms io, it and 12, COILMILAA Indg.
PADUCAH, KY.

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

411

matism and Only Returned
Two Weeks Ago.

,OR. R. E. HEARNE

11 cnderson, Ky., Sept. 3.—After
being, speechless except for an in,.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
terval of one or two days, for 'eleven
years. Mrs. Sol Oberdorfer, residing
at the corner of Green and First
streets, has come into possession and
full control of lie; vocal powers.
iiu ...OATH FIFTH STREET
E'even years ago Mrs. Oberdorfer
Both Phones 355
was afflicted with rheumatism. Ever)
remedy known to medical science was
She visited
used tn relieve her.
Office hours 8to to a. m., I tO
resorts, where
health
the
of
severa'
m.
p.
9
to
7
and
p. m.
it is claimed that rheumatism must
y'eld. During the progress of tht.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER ailment, Mra. Oberdorier's voice leit
her and she could not speak abov(
W11. MARBLE.
a whisper. The efforts to relieve th(
trouble at various places visled
-oved" fruitless and she returned to
r home and went under the me&
cal care of Dr. Arch Dixon who had
treated her before she left the city,
LAWYERS.
l)r. Dixon refused to believe that
the rhenniat slit could n it be helped
Laractice in all the courts of tke zincl recently began again to treat
Mrs. Oberdorfer who immediately
• state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build began to shots. signs of improvement.
At the same time it was noticed that
ing, 523 1-2 131011dway•
het voice was getting stronger and
I er physician steadily increased the
medicine, her rheumatic affliction and
voice all the time getting better as
the daily dose became larger.
Finally the rheumatism left her
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
For more
nd her voice returned
Oberdorfer
Mrs.
now
weeks
two
than
TELEPHONES:
had been in perfect control ,of her
se;
%nice,
Office
a state of case that has been
Residence 396
elev•
omit unknown to her for more than
en years Severe years ago for about
two days her voice returned, but left
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
again and since then until now she
LAWYER.
has been compelled to speak in a
wh intr.
When Mrs. Oberdorfer became af"' flicted telephones were not in comWill practice in all courts of Ks
mon use, and until within the past
tacky.
us.ek she has never spoken over an
in
Mrs. Oberdorfer is one of the best
known Jewish residents of the c ty
and her friends rejoice with her in
the almost miraculous recovery of her
vocal powers
BROOKHILL BUILDING.

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS

Hendrick, Mille,
arb Marble

H.T. Rivers,M. D.

C. MANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Moyers St.
Teispboae 377.

"%new

DR W. C. EUBANKS.

"It sometimes surprises me," I
!flitted.

toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity of

Jane glared. She has a partioularTy
demoralizing glare.
"It Is a good thing you are able to
see what cause there is for it," she
said.
"Alt!" said I. "Shows there's not so
muck the matter with me, after all."
"After all what?"
"Well, of oonree there have been
timps"—I grew reeective--"That Honley affair, for instance. It was, perhaps, hardly fair to the girl—"
Jano was upon me at once.
'What girl?" she demanded.
"Oh, nothing. I beg your pardon.
Thinking aloud, you know. Bad habit
Must break myself of it."
Jane did not follow my lead. My attempt to create a diversion was a fail-

Australia to have a capital in a place
which nature had designed for a village. It is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad station and even when that
distance is spanned by the iron way
still further eonnections must be built
tolink it with the main Victorian system. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that cost of the railroad conetniction entailed will be ER.330,00e
and that water supply, public buildings and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
Attar the
capital up to $28,000,000.
clay Is built it will be a purely artilicial capital, just as Washington is,
but It will have a very much smaller

"I hate men who think they know
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
marguerite abstractedly, and looking
at nothing in particule.r.
I agreed. "So do I. Most objectionable animals."
"It seems to me that the very things
they think they know are the things
that anybody who does know could tell
them they don't know."
I rested my head on my band for a
moment or two.
"Give it up," I said finally.
Jane was really quite angry. Her
cheeks were flushed like wild rose
petals. She looked so entirely kissable
had dculty in restraining myself,
but concluded that it would not be
safe.
Besides we had broken oar engage
meat the day befo.e.
"What do you mean r she demanded.
"Sorry! Thought it was a riddle,
you know." I smiled at Jane vacuously.
Jane stamped her foot. Elle was
wearing very dainty shoes. I noUeed.
"No one can cull me unreasonable,"
sbe began.
"I wouldn't advise them to, said I.
"Thit" Jane continued, taking no notice of my remark, "in this instance I
consider your conduct outrageous."
Here she threw out her arms in e
@tanner too graceful to be believed unless seen, and apparently appealed to
ILL the visible universe—including two
rooks and a tortoise-shell cat—for sup-

port.
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SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City'
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
Lar.ve Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville
Leave Prnceton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans
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OFFICES: Benton,—KT., rear hank
Marshall County; Paducah, Kr
Room Its Fraternity Building.
14ew 'Phone 114.

Old 'Phone 484

Dr. B. T.Hail
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, rall
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence ioei Uty, Oia Phone gee

Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes

1 to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap.
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric lighting plants.

HARRY E. WALLACE,
Putman. Ky.
Women's Weakness.

From a business point of view, declares the Lady's Realm, there is noth-

Milk Versus Sugar.
of water ,
drop%
Little
as
possess
to
wornan
a
ing so fatal for
Little gratas of sand
"accomplishments." The market :a
flooded with ladies of limited incomes Make the gruter's profits,
So we understandt
limited brains and a tamendous quan—Yonkers tSatesman.
tity of "tide."
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111.
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2:35 p.ni.
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0 p
2°15
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No. 104

10:15 a.m.
Ii :2o a.m.
11:25 a.m.
12:39 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
9:25 p.m.
3:45 p.m.
:28 p.m.
2:05 p.m.
3:06 p.m.
• :!/1 5 p.m.
5-:35 p.m.
9:15 p.m.

No. 122

;Li•
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1:43 a.m.
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7:50
9:29
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2.11L

re:35 a.m.
:jo a.m.
12:55 p.m.
*4:55 pm.
4:55 Pm.

983::::4003°5:81
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12
50 noon

ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah
Agrive Carbondale
Arrive Chicago
Arrive St. Louis

No.
12:40
4:25
6:30

SOUTH BOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

NO.
7:45
2:50
11:40
3:35
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Leave
Deere
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306

p.m
P.m.
a.m
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305
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a.m.
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P.m

No. 374
4:20 p.m.
8:40
6:3o a.m.
7:20 a.m.

......
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No: 375
9:40 pin.
6:2o p.m
7:05 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

CAIRO-NASPIVILLE LINE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive

NORT
BOUND
Nashville
Hopkinsville
Princeton
Paducah
Paducah
Cairo

101-801

2:33
4:15 p.m.
p.m.

6:15
7:45
7:2o
6:30

SOlY711 BOUND
Leave Chicago

United States have expanded into re-

p.m.
a.m.
a.m,

122-822
6:20 p.m.
9:0 p.m.
6:oo am
7:45 Lan.
7:30 2211.
9:4.9 a.m.

Leave StLenle

Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

135-835

11:30 a.at.

irrrre St. Loess
Arrive Chicago

Cairo
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkinsville
Nashville

6:0 a.m.
7:45 am9:25 a.m.
9:3o a.m.
11 :10 a.M.
440 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

x36-836
9.40 am.
1:50 p.m.
5:55 p.m.
:40 Val.
3:10 p.m.
4:45 P.m.
6:to p.m.
9 25 Pm.

1.•

Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rua
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and too sleepers between Louisville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8or and 822 sleepers betweea
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
bleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, Cityl Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Loiisvilie, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A, akage,
W. H. BRILL. a P. A. St. Leese 'it.•

Dr. Sidney Smith

way
was almost out of the question The result was that the great majority of theater and opera patrons who could raise
the price went home In carriages.
"Now it's different After-the theater
the crowds walk to the restaurants for
lunch, then they drift along to the subway entranse at Forty-esoond street and
Broadway or at the Grand Central.

"Men and wow,' who would scorn
the elevated or unease cars when in
evening dress do not balk at the subway
They find the stations sad cars generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up.
town whore them is no one to see them
they do not mind walking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
'Our greatest 1001 la in Brooklyn pa..
trots. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
people down as far as the Bridge at lame.
Then Ilia Brooklyn people had to take
a trosetown ear or walk half way across
the town at one and or the other to gee
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right te,
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one can
go from Forty-second street clear to the
outskirts of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter if the weather is bad.
"It's (colas to be still worse for us
when they get the subway running ender the river."
Hospitable.
(to tramp)—I want posh

No Hand-Out.
name and address.
Tramp (earcastimlly)—Oh. ye.' de, do
"De world may owe you a Urfa',"
said Uncle Eben, "but you's gotter do ye.'? Well, me name Is John Smith. an'
sunspin' to let de world know dat yon's toe address is Number One, the open air.
on hand
Star.

p.m.
8:13 p.m.

10:10

oils. Washington and St. Petersburg
are examples. Wcetington is simplj
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectations of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the activities of a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business it has not.
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
In our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1,313,300 inhabitants, to Moscow's 1,092,360 by the latest census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy seaborne trade, but, in fact, it only divides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditions
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their artificial capitals. Its area is fixed and
The capital will always
determined

A scientist explains some of the
swage phenomena of dreams by saying that they are due to what he calls
"hereditary memory." He takes the
"falling through the space" dream and
points out that after suffering the
mental agony of falling the sleeper
escapes the shock of the actual stopping.
The explanation is that the falling
sensations have been transmittcd
from remote ancestors who were fortunate enough to save themselves after falling from great heights in treetops by clutching the brandies. The
the most good.
molecular changes in the cerebra ner calculated to do
to see that It
not
me
of
silly
"Row
cells due to the shock of stoppirg
a satire, and not meant sericould not be transmitted because vic- was just
at all," she said.
tims falling to the bottom, would be ously
There was an interval for refreshkilled.
ments.
In a similar manner by reverting to
"And Ton believe women can govern,
the habits of animals which existed
all?" she observed again.
after
centuries ago the same investigator
I hedged a bit. "Some worsen can."
finds an explanation for the menta
It was the most I could bring wadi
state experience by individuals in vs;to admit
rious dreams—tire "pursuing monster', "Just wait until we are married,'
dreamt, the "reptile and vermin' said Jane, playfully, "and you'll diedream, color dreams, suffocation cover one of them!"
dreams, flying dreams and the like. —
I went home thoughtfully,—Blach
Washington Times.
and White.

PAIL
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

8:o7 a.m.

Atturney-at-Law

LAWYER.S

4:55
6:10
6:15
7:2o
8:06

0:45 a.m.

E. H. PURYEAR

DREAMS ABOUT DREAMS

1..5o pin.

Leave Jackson, Tem.
Leave Rives
Leave Fulton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Princeton
Arrive HopicinsvAle
Arrive Nashville
Arrive Evansville
Arrive Nortonville
Arrive Central City
Arrive Horse Branch
Arrive Owensboro
Arrive Louisville
Arrive Cinc;nneti

Jane, gions that the founders of Washington
which thought would be wildernesses for
of
dignity
severe
the
all
with
cy
a
"I was idly glancing through
she was capable.
any generations to corns. Similarly
Office 306 Broadway--Phone 120
elopedia the other day," said a mat
is astonishing Russia has grown so far and OD fast
it
that
me
to
occurs
It
I
Broadway.
819
Residence,
who used to study geography in a lit- how dignified she can look for eo small
that St Petersburg is in a corner very
Phone 149.
tle red school house in the middle of • person.
remote to provinces that are populous
the 705, "when I came across a map
"But you always have the Tel. and progressive, in regions that were
of Central America, where the san- graph," I objected feebly.
not even Russian when Peter the Great
guinary half-breeds -are fighting just
"Mr. Timmins, who lives at 'The began to drive the piles for the foinnow, and lo and behold, there was the Gooreberry Bushes,' was good enough &Mons of his capital.
gulf of Campeachy, which I hadn't to send nee his copy of the T11010 last
, Architect and Superintendent
thought of for twenty-five years. I night, thinking I might be Interested
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
401 Fraternity Building.
don't know anything about the gulf
to see your letter. And." said Jana,
C,ampeachy, but the name took me fremingly, "I was."
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
Theater Trade That Ono. Went to
I registered internally a vow to
back, quick, as a flash, to an old green
New York Johns Now
ICZNTUCXY.
PADUCAH.
desk with a black top that lifted, and wring Mr. Timmins' neck and burn
Goes to Cars.
the arm
an unpainted interior that had a cool, "Tha Gooseberry Bushes" at
opportunity.
musty, old-fashioned smell. I'd give available
"You'd never guess the differentia the
Jane wes continuing,
$to for that desk today.
subway has made in our business," said
'The Lack
oldtime night cab driver, according
"And along with the gulf of Cam- 'What do you know about
Women?' the
in
Instinct
Mg
&Ivory
the
of
mind some
New York Sun. "I should say that
my
into
came
there
the
peachy
to
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A NEW PACING RECORD
ttee.
lawyers.
hers, and those seven members
the clutches of the law.
There is now pending in the
were
"Out of the contentions of the two
erWIrm
F. Sheehan, chairman, of New
cud court an indictment
The dispatches send out the infor- Ecstatic Sets New Mark For Mares in
in
antag
onist
which
ic
force
s
withi
ns'a.he party Jessie Moss
York city; August Belnkant
Racing Competiton.
is charged w:th apof -New hap grown its present condi
mation that John I). Rockefeller has
tion, w;th propriating
York city, James Smith, Jr.,
to his own use, th
had a tooth extracted shot 'has been
of New rendulum swinging first
one,ray then money, but
Readville, Mass., Sept. 3.—The free Jersey, Thomas F. Martin of Vir- the
the case has never yet
keeping him awake at night. If John
other; the character of its condigotten to trial.
D. could see the thousands of men for all event for pacers this afternoon ginia, James Iu4 Guffy of renusyl- dates, if not its
platf
orm.. one year
who have laid awake at nights on ac- furnished a sensation for the last day vania John R. MleLean of Ohio- and 'giving the lie
We her.dte all the fines
to' its professions of
t and daintcount of him he would realize that an In the grand circuit meet, when a new the city of Washington, and Tirrtiothy
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world
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that are absolutely,
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satifactory.
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for first place and made committee.
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man Walsh, of Iowa, resigning from a new recor
terrupted course convince the people
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resume work Monday
Executive Committee.
!be Democratic committee in which he
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that it was to remain steadily it
She ,paced a half in the remarkable
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in a position to know what he is talking about, and his letter makes interesting reading.

CHAS. A. WALSH RESIGNS:
FR.OM NATIONAL
DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
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Lusterine Soap Co.,
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KENTUCKY PRINTING
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Goddess of Labor is
Miss Geraldine Gipson

_

BASEBALL YESTERDAY

'BEAUTIFUL LIFE
CLOSED

How They Stand.
VV.
L. l'er.
Vincennes
72 48 .600
Cairo
MR. EDWARD PEARSON WON THE HANDSOME BEDROOM
66 57 .537
Jacksonville
SUITE GIVEN BY THE COM MITTEE—LABOR DAY YESTER63 56 .529
Paducah
DAY WAS A VRY SUCCESSF UL CELEBRATION ENJOYED BY
56 63 .470
MRS. MYRTLE MARIAH DECK- Danville
EVERBODY.
66 .464
57
ER PASSED AWAY OF KIDMattoon
50 72 .410
NEY TROUBLE
The variety shown by us afford the widest range
Sunday's Scores.
fcr selecticn, and
esterday the labor organizations of which entitles him to the handsome
our
Cairo,
prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see :he advantages
ik;„
Danville,
celeannual
4.
their
conducted
piece
of
furniture.
this city
we
Vincennes, 3; Mattoon, O.
are offering this season in silverware.
Yesterday .morning the big paradi: Arrangements Have Not Yet Been
bration, which was one of the mos'.
Perfected
For the Funeral
Jacksonville, 6; Paducah, o.
successful ever held, but which was was given, starting at TO o'clock unServices.
marred by the rainfall which started der the grand marshalship of Jack
Schedule For Today.
about 9 o'clock last evening. It rained Sanders, while the vehicles, marchers
Cairo at i\l'attoon.
for a short while in the afternoon, but and others in lint caused the procesA 1.1(5
Last evening at 6 o'clock this city
Paducah at Vincennes.
this did not deter the thousands who sion to be nearly one mile in length. lost one of its noblest and most beamJacksonville at Danville.
The line of march was as follows: 4111 characters when death
crowded. to the park to participate in
closed forNorth on Fourth to Monroe, west evermore the eyes of Ms. Myrtle •Mathe many affairs arranged for them.
Great Game at Vincennes.
As a result of the contest, for God- on Monroe to Fifth, south on Fifth riah Decker. at the family residence
Vincenn.es, Ind., Sept. 3.—Champs
dess of Labor, thelionOr fell to Miss to Adams, east on Adams to Third, on Jefferson near Ninth street. Her
won first game by score of 4 to o.
Geraldine Gibson, the candidate of the north on. Third to Kentucky, east on death came as a very sad
blow to The second game
was called in the
Carpenters' union, she having received Kentucky to First,.north on First to the entire community, where
she was
778 votes, while Miss Edne Bukey, the Broadway, west on Broadway to ever held in the highest of estimation twelfth on account of darkness.
Greatest contest of season.
Machinists' candidate, got 336. and Ninth, countermarch to Fourth an* and sincerely beloved by
everybody
First game:
Miss Manic Love Prince, 302, the lat- Broadway disbanded.
to whom she had become warmly en/Innings—
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-1RE E
Thousands of people were out wit- deared.
ter being put up by the railway carVincennes . 000too 30x-45 o
men. The committee, with Mr. Car- nessing the parade, which was followMrs. Decker passed away after a
roll as chairman, conducted the.cor.- ed by a grand rush by everybody to confinement of kidney trouble having Paducah ... 0 o o o o o o o a-0 3 5
Batteries—Chenault and Matteson; Foth Phones No. 110.
203. 205 S. Third
test and on finding that Miss Gibson the park, where many features of en- been bedfast only ten days. A numPiatt, Downing and Taylor.
received the largest number of ballots, tertainment were indulged in during ber of years ago she suffered an
atSecond game:
Chairman Carroll last evening present- the day and' night. After twilight the tack of illness in a most serious
form,
RH E
ed her with the fine gold watch, the dancing pavilion was the source of and although apparently in good
Vincennes
o7o
presentation speeckbeinst made at the attraction, hundreds thronging it. The health, never again, enjoyed the
same Paducah
0 3 I
dancing pavilion in presence of hun- rainfall commenced drinving in the vigor evident before that siege. For
Batteries—Perdue and Matteson;
dreds of people who ohotilt.df fike se- crowds about 9:30 o'clock and all but some weeks past she has been ailing
lection of the voter.. list Csibion re- a few hundred were in by midnight. a little, but s.he gradually grew worse Wright and Taylor.
The committee in charge of affairs until her eyes closed in everlasting
Odes at 1743 ItiaiV4o jer#et, and is
Even Break at Mattoon.
one of the ci,'srodt 1)&pidar and report it one of the most successfal and sweet sleep.
Mattoon,
Ill., Sept. 3.—The home
beautiful gjata,, we; woe many celebrations they ever conducted, and
Mrs. Decker was born in Barlow.
friends are attested by the handsome were highly pleased. Commercially, Ohio, but when quite young moved team broke in a double header today.
First game:
majority received, This crowning of the city was at a standstill, as all the to Columbus, Ohio, with her parents
WE
EXTEND
TO
OUR
RH E
her as Goddese of Labor will not oc- establishments began closing early in who have ever since made that city
RIENDS
Cairo
THE
1 7 2
the day, some not opening at all, while their home. Her maiden name was
'
SEASON'S
cur for several 'week); yet.
6 to 2
The committee in charge of the everstone was closed by noon. Sever- Miss Myrtle Nlariah Kelley, and, dur- Mlattoon
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
Flatter:es—Woodring, Searles and
brass bed drawing drew number 711 al thousand strangers were brought ing 1880 she was united in marriage
EARNEST
INVITATION , TO
from the box, and it was found FA - to the city by excursion trains and at Columbus to her husband, Colonel Jockerst and Johnson.
Second game:
ward Pearson hetd the lucky number
at S.
A. J. Decker, one of this city's moit
CALL TO SEE OfUR HANDSOME
Cairo
482
progressive and proinnient business
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
310 2
men. After residing at several cities Mattoon
Quiser;
Batteries—Johnson
and
over the country, the 'deceased movel
FOREIGN
AND
DOMESTIC
here during 1893 from Indianapolis. Moore and Johnston.
SUITINGS
AM
OUR
PRICES
Ind., with her family, which has ever
Danville, 1; Jacksonville, o.
since made Paducah their home, and
WILL SUIT YOU.
Danville, Ill., Sept. 3.—In the mornprominently identified, commercially
ing game an error by third baseman in
and socially.
Mrs. Decker was a very entertaining sixtA lost for Jacksonville.
Goldfield, Nev., Sept. 3.—After a ter- of the fight.
RHE
and
versatile woman, and although
Nelson Struck Low.
riffic battle" of negrly five hours in
Danville
t 3 I
her
home
had
been
the
scene
many
of
Gans
in round 42
started with a
which both contestants were severely
Jacksonville
5 2
o
social
functions,
still
she was of an
straight left to face and they eincheil.
Batteries—Christman and Ott; Patpunished, Jbe Gans (col.) of Salt As the men broke sway Aeslon de- unusually domestic temperament, and
more, Mid., tonight won by a foul in liberately struck Gans low, and the found her greatest joys and pleasures rick and Belt.
while amid the circle of her loyal AOKI
the .and viand the world's lightweight colored man slowly sank to floor.
Game Forfeited at Danville.
champirmsip, his opponent being BatThe blow was clearly observed by devoted family, which is stricken a
Danville, Ill., Sept. .i.—The Jacks
tling Nelson, of 'Hogewich, Ill.
everyone an the arena, but there was sad blow from which it can never reGuts entered the ring first, and ad- not a murmur of dissent from specta- cover. Her mode of living was of a laid down this afternoon after Vets
most beautiful and admirable nature, 'had made six runs in first inning and
dressed the newspaper men, stating tors.
as in her unassuming and pleasant Bush forfeited game to locals. Hughes
that he did-not want any of his friends
Gans won on a foul.
manner she cast rays of
sunshine broke ankle sliding to first.
to enter the ring or to throw up the
Brief Facts.
sponge- -that the only thing that
Length of bout—til one man was wherever she appeared, and it was a
great pleasure for her friends to sera
woqld "go' would be for Stier, the knocked out.
Miss Jenks--Have you really brokrefiree, to count Mimi net.
Weight to be made-133 pounds at her company.
ets`b# your esgagernent to him?"
The deceased was a deeply religietis • !Mite Ptytie—Oh,
Nelson, in a brief speech, indorsed 12. 1:30 and 3 o'clock.
yes, I just had to.
what Gans said.
Purse-430,000, of which $20,000 to and charitable woman, having been , IHe was pietting Itoio sentimental—
one of the first board of directors for
In eleventh round Gans called on Nelson and Sio,000 to Gans.began to talk to me about matri
Referee Siler to compel Nelson to quii
Honor—world's lightweight cham- the 'Home of the Friendless, while anamyl--Plhilactelphia Ledger.
her church work was a theme of deep
Lotting him with his head
pionship.
Intense excitement prevailed during
Referee--George Siler, of Chicago. and lasting interest to her consecrated
self, laboring conscientiously for the
:he entire bout, and up to the 42nd
Receipts expected—$8o,000.
good
of the world.
round Gans seemed to have the best
Odds—ten to 7 on Gans.
The charming personality of herself , That run-down, tired feeling is the
and family caused their home to be
first symptom of MALARIA, take
the police on the charge of be ng one of the most hospitable and popai:runk. Will Shearer was arrested on lar in the city, it ever being swarmed
a warrant gotten
out by
Nello with friends seeking the congenialty
Mitchell accusing the former of strik- of their company.
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY
The deceased is survived by her husing him.
TO
, Officers Johnson and Cross took band, Colonel A. J. Decker, the well
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
charge of Paul Burgess, white, who known milt man, and. two daughters.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW
OR
is accused of using bad language to. Misses Myrtle and Helen Decker, two
young
ladies
of
beautiful
characters
TRANSOM.
IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
(Continued From First Page.)
wads Catherine Skelly.
similar to their mother. Mrs. Decker
asserted claimed the bike was his on
On the charge of trespass. Joseph
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST
is also survived by her parents. Rev.
PLEASING
selling it to the dealers.
McKn ght was arrested, being acHas
A. C. Kelley and wife of Columbia, The specific for all malaria.
AND
AGREEABLE HUES
Chicken Thhial Shot.
cused of entering Berry
Nloise's Ohio, the former having
for year,
Yesterday morning early. Mr. Virgil home and tearing ap some
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS,
bed been an active minister of the Meth- cured others. Will cure you.
BATII
Berry, the I. C., woodworker of clothing..
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
odist church, but who has now retired
Seventh between husbands and Bock- 'Cruelty to animals is the charge to a
Price so Cents Per Box.
quiet life in his old age of 74
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
mon streets, was awakened by some- lodged against 'Mack Boowe, who wat: years. Mrs. Kelley
daughter,
and
one trying to steal his chickens and arrested by Officers Terred and Alex- Mrs. R. C. Caslow, arrived here SunFOB ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
going out, was surprised to find a ander.
day, being called by the serious illdarky actually trying to load a whol
J. F. Kilcoyne of ita4 North Tenth ness of Maw Decker. Mrs. Cash:3w •s
chicken coop full of fowls into a street reported to the officers yester- of Canal Winchester, Ohio, a suburb
si r ng wagon. Berry cracked down day that someone stole his blaik Of Columbus.
with his shotgun, the first load miss- coat from the Kilcoyne hOrrie.
Not only the family, but the com• ing but the second filling the back of
DRUG STORE.
Beasie Foster. colored, surrendered munity, is irreparably bereft by her
the thief with shot. The culprit ran to the potce yesterday on learning death, and the deepest and heartfelt
away leaving his horse and wagon that Davie Edmonds. colored. had se- sympathy is extended the kind father, Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
standing out behnd the .Berry resi- cured a warrant charging the other cherished daughters, and other relatives.
dence. Officers Ferguson and Detec- with striking him.
The funeral arrangement, will not
tive Moore naturally thought the
made until today, as word will by
be
darky would ecome back for his rig
Notice to Candidates.
then have been received from the detrd laying in wait, were shortly reNei theories taught but actual business from the
Any who are desirous of becoming ceased's niece, Mrs. Walter Butterwarded, as John, Johnson, colored.
start. Thorough
cources
field
Battle
in bookkeeping, shorthand, t ouch-typewritin g, penmanship,
of
is
Creek,
Mich.,
who
came for it and 4,/119* caught. He is a candidate for city, office before the
corSold at
summering
a
distance
respondence,
from
short
spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, granunar, etc_
the negro who got an eight year sen- democratic primary election, to be
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
Gray's Ilaffet,
tence in the tatuaastrtiraj, some years held on Sept. 20, 1906, are hereby giv- there. She has been summoned on aecourt of the death and word from her
Palmer Home Bar,
since, for stealing a wagon load of
en notice that the names .of all as- determines the hour for the interment,
L A. Lagoniaraino.
a household goods from the North
which will occur here.
Fourth street biastie that Mayor pirants must be enrolled with me by
Yeiser bought from the late Mr. the evening of Wednesday, Sept. 5.
Not Intended—He (after introduc.
Leech, Johnson 4‘not badly injured This is the law governing primary
tion)—Allow me to inform you that
SUCCESSORS TO
only twe:ve sh ebeing let his back. election*. Very respectfully,
arm the last of the great family
'
Oth
Ines'.
.4
1- JAS. M. LANG,
the Van Siltens
G.$4 Underwthd watt wrested by
Acting Secret-at+.
She (thoughtlessly)—Delighted
tol

....Sterling Silverwai e...

J1L Wolff

S. P. POOL,

-

VYu Iti
4

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

ANNOUNCE MENT

GANS' WINS BY FOUL
IN FORTY-SECOND ROUND

Dicke & Black, 516 Bways

WINDOW
HANE...
The Modern Window Decoration

RAPE CHARGED
AGAINST COOPER

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

BACON'S

C. C. too, 315 Bwav.
BIJSINESS COLLEGE

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

PADUCAH CENTRAL

THE BUSINESS COLLEGE

Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.
523 8 roadway. New Tel. 36.

Now is the time for you to fill your coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 1 lc

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
•••

- Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. !Agent for Whitehall
and
.
Cement. "KING OF CEMENT."
5

'
6-41:t-L1 H• 111 Cunningham,
,.#1',wet.
7
4 Phones: bir9

New
4k20 245.

-

-

Thirteenth and Adana Street*

306 BRO4DWAY

The Only Licensed

B.Michael Pawnbroker
MONEY LOANES3 ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Roger's Sdverweare, such as
Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches—Hami
lton
and Ball, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd sizes and 6-sire Watches..
frT
cents on dollars for ten days.
2I
BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place.
Next to Lang's drug store.
OM&

'The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists.
Special facilities have been provided for in constructing our new
hospital which enables us'to treat all /Wessex of horses and dogs in the
most modern
manner. 'We have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date
place and sae
that es complete in every detail.
We invite yon to call and inepeet our ow..
Office mad Iferoitot 429 'on& Third street.
Ofibee4bone, old, %so; new, Ts* fieatlite, old obese
OM.

SIR. SHERIDAN TEACHERS'
IN DANGER INAUGUUTION 1

4,4

Cyclone Insurance

A TRANSPORT GOES ON REEF LITERARY COURSE BEING PURSUED
AT HONLULU—MAY BE
THEM THIS
WINTER
RUINED.

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

W th Broken Machinery She Is Every Month tae Teachers Will Gather at Some. Building to Make
Stranded On Reef in Pacific
Th.:ir Reports.
Ocean—Lives in Danger.

'Seeing what a good thing it is for
i lonitdu, Sept. 3.—The transport
Sheridan is aground on a rock near the teachers of the city,, schools to
sinn.. literary pursuit by
here, and is in a se:ions condition.
The Sheridan's mani steam pipe is studying certain works beneficial to
-broken, and the vessel is helpless So them during the seholaristic term,
as her own power is concerned. It Superintendent Samuel Billington of
i, reported that the breaking of the the county pub! c schools has decided
pipe occured just before the steamer to inaugurate th._. idea into the schools
grounded, and that the crippled con- of the rural el. :ricts. In doing this
the county indition of her engines was the cause Ise has arramt.
struct.irs shal
the coming six
.of the accident.
The pipe broke at 1:38 o'clock this months study ist..ite's Art of Teachmorning. Immediately after the ves- ing" which is a reputable work issued
sel struck the reel the life boats were for school teachers who, by keeping
lowered, and efforts ,made to reach tIt2 Ill) w.th it, post themselves in many
shore. The position of the steamer manners for betterm..nt of the schcn.ils
apparently is alarnvng. but her bat, under them.
Once each incnith all the teachers
ha‘e not yet been able to find a place
will gather at some one of the county
where they can land.
T:.e nat.ves are 11.)w getting to the. ,chool buildings and there carry out
among themselves, at
•ve-sel through the surf in canoes. aprogratn
Capt. Peabody says that if power is which time different subjects will be
applied quickly he believes the ,Sher'll spoken upon under this educational
dan can he saved. but otherwise thv:c head issued by . White. Subjects are
assigned to the teachers, who make
is little hope for the transport.
The swell is very heavy, an: the le"ilthy reports upon them for benefit
.he others.
-coral rocks are sharp. Good order is
The first meeting will be held the
ma'ntained on board the vessel. Th,
transfer of passengers either to the 1,,tirth Saturday in September at the
shore or to the other craft so they can Farley school house. which is several
be brought to t his city is a serious miles from this city on the Benton
gravel road. Superintendent Billingproblem.
The second officer of the Sheridan ton is& now engaged getting up the
has come ashore.
His boat was program for this initial gathering.
swamped in the breakers, but its cre‘... showing what teachers will make relanded safely. Capt. Peabody has sig- ports, and on what subjects.
The fourth Saturday in each month
naled the steamer Claudine to take the
Sheridan's passengers to Honlulu. If is the time set for the'regular aspo,,ible the transfer will be made at semblies. at which time all the teach•once, the revenue cutter Manning as- ers are expected to be there.
Al! the schools of the county have
sistilig. The report that the Sheridan's
machinery broke down before the ves- resumed for the winter months, with
exception of about half a dozen, which
sel struck is denied. The Sheridan
now hanging on a rock amidships with will start itranediately. There are between forty and fifty schools in the
deep water all around.
The Sheridan's engines are being re- entire rural district.
The city public schools start next
paired, and coal is being thrown overboard. An effort to float her will be Monday for the winter, and as soon,
made at high tide this afternoon. Capt as things get into good running order, 3
Peabody is quoted to have disdained the teachers will get their literary
all responsib lity for the accident club organized for this year, and select
sz.ying that the vessel was in too what study is to be pursued.
close.
Sheridan has aboard tzs WILL PAVE 3! STREETS
The
through passengers and fifty soldiers.
AT COST OF $385.000.
TO COOK WITHOUT
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Abram L Well
Campbell Buildirg.

Both Phones 369 p.

PROM rtle P1TTSDURG COAL
— OFFICE 124 BROADWAY
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Has few terrors for the resident whose home is
equipped with

PADUC.A11.

Facts that can not Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
be Denied:
Get estimates on Plumbing and

When you buy Pittsburg Ccal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you prices.

P17 7SBURCI COAL CO.

Office 126 Broadway.
Both Phones No. 3.

Steam or Hot Water Heating from

Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
325 Kentucky Avenue.

132 South Fourth Street.

Jas. J. O'Donnell,
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Steam and Hot Water Heating.
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Improvements
FIRE Chicago Board of
Awards Contracts to Several
Bidders.
Merit of Invention Will Be Tested in
Field Operations.
Cilicavo, Sept. 3.—Thc board of local improvements awarded contracts
Washington, Sept. 3.—Brig. Gen. for the paving of thirty-one streets
Sharpe, commissary general, has sent at a cost of $385,00o. Most of the
enotigh of the new army fireless cook- contracts were awarded to the R. F.
ers to feed four companies to the joint Conway company. The pr•ces are lowPADUCAH REAL ESTA'.c.. WESTERN KENTUCKY mutL awn
Managcr.
camp at Mount Gretna, Pa. He has er than ever before made by the pavMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VIIIITEN4
also ordered enough of tire cookers to ing companies.
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL ANT) PRICE:MT
supply eight companies sent to Fort
The bids for asphalt range from STUPENDOUS WAS LOOTINGG, investigate the condition of the col•
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
Riley. Kan.. where one of the larg- $1.47 to $2.10 a yard, where they were
lateral before attesting the statement
est of the joint encampments began formerly from $1.80 to $2.50 a yard. DISTRICT ATTORNEY OF PHILF.DG•q W. WEIPITEMOILIC. Pftchaust‘
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It is the intention of the commis- about $soo,000 under the
STATEMENT.
The purpose of the war department
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this device in practical field operaPresident Hippie Not Alone Respon.
ox its own is interesting out of proTi,e cooker in its present form will be saved to the property owners.
sible for Failure—Arrests
portion to the size of the plant. We
Among the successful bidders, aside
has been constructed by the army arMay Be Made.
used to hear a great deal more than
patPam
Barcompany
the
named,
the
are
titans themselves; there are no
do now about the efficiency of priwe
company
Asphalt
ber
Standithe
and
ent rights connected with it, and it is
Philadelphia. Sept. 3.—"From the
vate management. It was said many
so simple that any boy handy with ard Paving company.
evidence in my possession, the colI times that a private corporation could!
tool, could make one in the course of
lapse
of the Real Estate Trust corn- conduct the poital business
THE
COURTSHI
of the!
P
a day according to the army s(andard.
pany appears to be the result of stu- country more economically than the
The commissary departm-ent is highly
pendous looting. I intend to prose- government
did. Probably that stategratified over the success in the ex- Of Evelyn Nesbit by Thaw Began cute to the limit persons liable."
Ten
When
ment, so far as it goes, is still true.
Years
Was
She
Old.
periments mode in the west, and the
This statement was invade tonight But nobody
Pittsburg. Pa Sept 3.—Information
who has intoUigently
officer' are devoting their intention to
was secured here today to the effect by District Attorney Bell, after.a diy 'studied contemporaneous trust history
developing minor improvements, such
that Harry Kandall Thaw's atten- spent in examining the evidence hand-1 can really doubt that, if the postal
a the application of devices for h-rtions to Evelyn Nesbit began when eri him by Receiver Earle of the de.- business were in the hands of a typimetically sealing the cooking vessels
she was ten years old, and that even funct company.
I cal private corporation, the public
and lightening the 'weight of the nutThat Frank K. Hippie. the suicide' would get a worse service at a thighthen he paid some of her expenses.
William F. Brun, a well-known president of the institution, was not er cost—not
because the manegement
The large six-compartment conkers teacher of dancing. stated today
that alone retponsible for the crash, both would be incompetent, but because it
first made weighed 45,0 pounds each, Harry Thaw, who was a great ad- Receiver
Earle and District Attorney . would be greedy.
The powder trust
hut they have been lightened, and one mirer of little girls. hung around the Bell are
satisfied, and arrests may be is believed
to be admirably efficient.
cooker weighing a little over TOO vicinity of the establi•-hment and, that looked
l
for at any time The hank's I. lint that does
not mean -cheap powpounds which has found much favor of Robert Thuma, across the street, officers alone
may not hear the bur- der; it means big profits. The secret
- because it can be packed readily
on and that he has an indi,tinct recollec- den of responsibility.
j is now fairly out. All those multia mule, as,uring a hot simper for
The receiver and the district attor-, millionaires
a tion of throwing Thaw out of his
of so new growth did not
detachment at the end of aday's scout place at one time for his attentions ney have devoted
much time to the get their money from fairy godmothAnother improvement about to be in- to sortie of his young patrons.
question of the liability of the three- ers.
They sequestered it, in one way
troduced -is tire adoption of alimiinum
lie states that Evelyn Nesbit ap- tors, and development
s today indicate or another. Mr. Carnegie's three or 1 30 S.'THIRD STREET:
'N'ee Ts made after
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plied
for
but,
in
place,
his
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the department's
that at least two of them may
he, four hundred millions were contrib.
plans. which are expected to be inde- knowing the attentions that Thaw called
upon to explain their action
'II , uted by the consumers of steel. The INSURE
was paying her, lie refused to accept
structible.
WITH---certifying to the correctness of the. Standard
Oil company has never unher as a pupil. She then went to anhank statements, which have Since
other dancing school. Brim said he
the stock watering process
proved to he fats,'
ANTO ,GANG ROBS POSTOFFI
which is so common an incident of
CE had the assurance of the manager
••
•
Semi-annual statements of the trust making; hence
of the establishment that Harry Thaw
affords a clearer
bank's
condition.
were
filed with the illustration of the profits derivable
Aristocratic Burglars Start Operations was paying for the lessons.
,
in New York.
Another dancing instructor, Mr. state banking depiortment, according from practical monopoly of a staple,
to
law.
These statements, which are article. The last five years it
Brun says, showed him in the presence
has paid,
Kingston, N. Y.. Sept. 3.—The auto- of another person, $too in bills that supposed to cover in detail the insti- its stockholders dividends to the!
tution's
stanading. must bear the gig- amount of two hundred and nineteen ma
mobile robbers who liave- committed Thaw had given to him for dancing
r 306 Broadway
phones:Office 3
nature of three directors, in addition million dollars,
depredations in Long Island have ap- lessons for two little girls.
or two and a fifth i
85—Residence 16.4
to the deposition of the treasurer. The times the
peared in this vzin'ty. Early. today
amount of its capital stock.!
names signed to the last statement of
ihree men and a woman, all n,asked, DEPOSITORS OF DEFUNCT
Considerable extravagance might be
ent-ree the postoffice at High1:int.
BANK SUE DIRECTORS. the real estate company were E. P. introduced into the management and
They blew open the safe, secured isr.o
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 3.—United Borden, R. Dale Benson and Frank K. still give constmiers their kerosene
In money and $Roo in stamps and es- States Senator James P. Clarke. as Hippie
and axle grease cheaper. There are,
(if4COT porated.)
taped in an antonril.ile when resId•nns attorney for S. Yleinmann and W. R. be included an itemized list of collat- of course, certain
exceptions.
Who had been ,•:,ased -came on the O'Neal, depositors in the suspended be included a nitemized list of collatBut most of the trtuits are inspired
Ircene.
Bank of Newport? today filed suit in real held by the bank. As the direc- by a get-rich-qui
ck motive. So long
the Jackson circuit court against [he tors of the trust company by their as they
are thus inspired and have a
dfitectors of the bank to recover the own admission. accepted the word of free
rein, their efficiency, whatever its
Cupids Master.
SUPERIOR 'FACILITIES FOR
losses alleged to have been sustained others for the securities in the bank's degree,.
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For love affairs, we see.
Senator Clarke represents (lepositors. that the lists prepared were fictitious
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PRIEM
inted if its little powder
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wliosee claims aggregate more than *here arises the liability
of those who plant' doesn't help to blow up what
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And that's cupidity.
$too,000, and the two suits are in the signed the
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A STRONG SERMON ON
'TRINSFEE OF THE TALE OF A TA.LE
THE EVILS OF GAMBLING
REAL ESTATE
EDITH Y. WILLETT&
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It started on the small sofa in the
alcove beside the reading lamp, and
there were only two people in the
room. One of them stood on the health
rug, with his back to the fire, looking
Sunday morning the Sacramental mothers and sisters, or the friends of
down on the other as she sat, finger-1
INDENTURES MADE MATTER
Supper was administered at Broadway their parents.
tug the MS. on her lap.
BY USING THE
OF RECORD BY COUNTY
Methodist church. Rev. T. J. Newell.
"Why do you want to read it?" she;
Thoughtless Parents.
asaasa.as=
CLERK
pastor, did not preach a regular serasked.
flow utterly thoughtless and heartecause yotiwrote it," he answered,'
mon, bat made a talk appropriate to less must be the mother who would
with great simplicity.
the occasion.
teach her son the uses and methods
She frowned. "You ought to say,,
At night he delivered another ad• which, if pursued, nittat end in his ut- Quite a Number of Marriage Licenses
It's because my other stories have been I
dress, pertaining, as he said, purely ter ruin; and how unkind and treachWere Issued Yesterday—Quartso successful, and I get such nice puffs I
to moral and social conditions, taking erous beyond expression is that man,
erly Docket Called.
in the papers!"
"Garobl
ing—its Caus- or woman who will teach the child of,
for his subject,
"Those reasons may suffice for the
es and COUSieqUCTICCS."
her friend or neighbor the use of those;
rest of the world, but they don't tot
•
Indecent Pictures.
dev•ces which, if persisted in, musti
__Property lytase- at Eighth a-nd- Ter- met"
Before entering- into the diatitt- make the cTiird -Unworthy of coa---,
rell streeti has been sold by Gip HusTwo hours later he stood in his own
sion of his topic for the evening he thence and unfit to occupy any place bands
to Samuel 1a. Hubbard for $306, front hall,
turning his pockets inside
called attention to the efforts that of trust.
and the deed tiled for record yester- out by the
light of the midnight oil,
had been and were being made byl
Gamblin
No Honest
g.
day with the county clerk.
then he searched the front steps and
himself and the Morning Register to. There is no such thing as honest
W.. af. Milliken sold to Waiter examined the pavements outside,
and
protect the people, especially thc. gambling. The child that has been Clark for atoo, prdperty
on Maple finally patrolled a certain street to a
young, from pernicious literature and 1 taught to gamble has learned at the avenue.
certain house till a certain small hour
pictures. stating that now there was. same time the tricks of fraud and deD. M. Potts transferred to G. W. of the morning, when he returned
to
posted within too feet of the city hall ception. There is but one law gov- Edwards for $1,206, land out
in the his abode uttering unholy words.
pictures that could only be pernicious' erning gambling. namely, pay what county.
"What are you looking for?" she dein their effects, as if someone would you have lost. Cheat, defraud, deG. W. Edwards purchased from E(.: manded on entering the drawing room
S
publish their utter disregard if not ceive, do as you may, but the one pos- Thurman for $150, property on Main the next Morning.
contempt for the executive depart- itive rule is pay what you have lost. street.
"Nothing," he answered, rising hasment of our city government. He
J. M. Richardson sold to J. H. Mar- tily from an evident inspection of the
Perfectly honest methods are not
called upon the mothers and fathers expected on any gambling occasion tin for Poo land in the county on 'carpet. His face was pale, and hie
searching eye roamed ureasily over the
of th;s city to aid in the protection whether it be in the parlor or in the Bayou creek.
Samuel T. Hubbard sold to Edward furniture.
of their children by insisting that darkest dens of vice.
"I thought you might have dropped
H. Puryear for $360.45, property at
steps be taken to cleanse the city of
The "Card Party."
something!" she suggested, causually.
these baneful influences.
Here Mr. Newell told of a company Eighth and Terrell streets.
"Oh, no!" he responded defiantly.
Andrew P. Humburg transferred ta•
of splendidly dressed and elegant
Gambling.
"Well, what did you think of it?"
looking women whom he saw last R. C. Smiley for $45o,..property ()a
she inquired.
Speaking of gambling, he said: "No year returning to their homes from Harahan boulevard.
"Oh!" he said with a start. -That
one questions the existence of this a card party, and some of them in an
story of yours? It was great—really
•1\ idesprcad evil, and it was not only excited voice and quite
louder than
Licensed to Wed.
absorbing! I assure you it kept me
affecting the nation in general, but the ordinary declared that the
prize had
To the following couples marriage awake until four o'clock this mornlives and homes and commerce of been fraudulently secured.
licenses were issued yesterday 'by the ing!"
our own city. The forms of it are
The experience he gave of the buy county clerk: Charles alessurer, aged
"And yet it is comparatively short
manifold, extending from the negro who had learned to
gamble at his 30, of East St. Louis, 'and Nora Par- You must read very slowly! Do tell
selling
'crap' game to the buying and
mother's table, and who came to be sons, aged 23, of Montgomery City, me what you itke best about it."
of 'futures' in cotton and grain and a drunken gambler
"Oh, well," he floundered; "I like.'
will not soon he Mo.; William Dowdy, aged 25, and
stocks."
forgotten by the mothers who heard :Elsa Gray, aged, la, of the county; It all immensely, but what appealed to
He defined gambling. a: an effort tc him.
especially was that--er—scene
Lacy Hall, aged 26, and Leona Brown, me
get something for nothing. with the
where the heroine—er—gets the best
Mr. Newell said that soon after he aged 29.
element of chance more or less in- became
Colored people procuring licenses of it"
pastor of this church a young
He felt that he was doing well, but
volved. He said the farmer offered man
wert.:
Samuel 'Hutchinson. aged ao.
was killed on a Sunday night
0
at this point she brought him back to
the products of his land and labor a gamblin
of
St.
Louis,
Caroline
and
Tandy,
aged
g room above a saloon in
earth,
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
for our money, the merchant bought this
city, and in the company pres- 21, of the city; Robert Sparrow, aged
"Do you think," she asked him, earn. MAIN AND FOURTH STREET. LOUISV
and sold with a legitimate profit for
31.
of
St.
Louis,
and
Buckner
Annie
,
ILLE, KY.
ent and no doubt participating in the
nest and wide-eyed, "that Gregory
'his labor and investment, but the
aged agi of St. Louis.
game was the son of one of the most
ought to have done it?"
gambler proposed by fraud and mahonored citizen- of this city, anti that
"Who" he asked, staggered for a
nipulation to secure something for
Charge of Estates.
the cry is famitlar with .the late
moment. "What" And then recollect.
nothing
lie showed that the man shame
George Dawson qualified before the lug himself—"Yee."
which came to one of the trustThis stoutly. "I
who lived in a comfortable home
ed young men of that city because he county court yesterday as administra think Gregory was perfectly instilled;
which he had procured by the pro- gambled
not only in their undisturbed tor of the estate of Princilla Powell. I don't see how, under the circumceeds, either in cards or "cotton." had
Addie -Crutchfield took charge of stances, he could have done otherwis
gambling dens of the city, but in his
e.
of necessity turned some other man
the
estate of Thomas G. Crutchfield, I am quite certain that in his place
own home and other homes.
I
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-with his wife and children on? of 2
on qualifying as administratrix.
should have done just the same thing."
.
You cannot find a single tooth
Others
Under
Shadow.
the
comfortable tomelor which they had
Quarterly Court.
"What thing?" she asked, aa-the
et company—the cheapest and bee
brush in all our stock which
Mr. Newell declared that there are
Judge Lightfoot convened the quar- poked the fire with her back turned.
received absolutely nothing. Having
is not a good brush.
other young men of this city under
excursio
n ort of Paducahterly court yesterday, but did nothing Then, as he did not answer immediate• classified all such dealing as gamthe •-.ad shadow of a blighted char- but call over the docket
bling, he affirmed that the causes of
and set the ly, she said gently: "I don't think
acter because of their gambling esca- date for trials of respective applica- you quite understand
this -wideepread evil were:
what series I repades.
ferred to, but I'll show you in a motions.
Causes.
Having completed 0111y in part the
ment if you'll just hand me the MS."
every tooth brush we seell to
First—An innate desire to have
"The mar. he queried, blankly.
gave satisfaCtion. If one should
property, so wisely implanted in our first division of his sermon, Mr. NewBudweiser, king of bottled beer, ih
"The MS." she repeated
pass our examination with
deter
very nature by the great Creator, so ell promised to continue the discussicn family size cases of two dozen
suinedly..
some flaw undetected we ask
early manifested in the conduct of on the consequences of gambling up- bottles to the case delivered to any
•
He took two turns up and down the
on
the
indsvidua
l.
the home and "bus- part of the city on short notice.
you,
as a personal favor, to
the tendereet boy, and so shamefully
An- room, then faced her, crimson
and
bring it back and either let
abused by alnirrst everyone until it iness" in the near future, perhaps nest kauser-Busch
Brewing association crestfallen.
us give you a new one for it
seems almost to be second nature for Sabbath morning.
branch. Bo* phones 112. J. H. "I'm extremely sorry
to tell you,'
Many fathers and mother's went Steffin,
or return your money, whichpeople to desire to have without givmanager
It is a trip of pleasure, comtor
.
be
said
hoarsely
,
"that
•
your MS. is—
forward at the close of the sermon
ever you prefer
ing an equivalent for it.
(the arctic blue of her eyes froze the
and
rest; good service, good tabl
Second—The prevalence of a da and thanked the preacher for an earn- ,
truth upon his lips)—is left behind."
rooms, etc. Boats leave cacti
good
est.
'honest
and fearless• discussion a;
graded sense of honesty: that It is at
be finished. "I hope you don't need It
the
Wednesd
great
ay and Saturday at 5 p. es
evil
most an established belief that you
immediately?"
For other information apply to Jas
"N—no," she admitted; "not to-day,
could defraud companies, corporabut I really must dispatch it to the
tions and especially public carriers
Koger, superintendent;
Frank L
FISH W{F{1CH SHOOT PREY
publishers to-morrow."
without moral turpitude. Many peoBrown, agent.
DRUGG
IST
"All right," he said. "I'll call in the
ple seem to disregard the obligatitm
IS THE ONLY THING WHICH morning!"
to pay their fare unless called upon Aquatic
GOES
IN
THE
POSTSIXTH AND BROADWAY
Archer Which Secures Its
"With the MS.?" she asired him.
for it by the conductor Seal, a tenOFFICES.
smilingly.
Food With Water Bullet.
dency is lam the manifestation of this
TELEPHONE 63
"With the MS." he echoed, despairwidespread desire to get something
tngly.
An official of the United States fish
for nothing.
And as he went out of the house be
commission, in speaking of oddities However. Government Will Not OpBegins at School.
held s brief ineffectua' conversation
which may be observed in the habits
pose the Joining of Unions by
with the butler, punctuated with a fiveThird—Carelemeneeeconcerning the of scaled water dwellers, recently
the Employes.
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
4
dollar bill, and then paced the street
tendencies to evil, which is innnifest- said:
RETUR
N, continous passage $4 Jo:
for many hours—a prey to thoughts of
S
ed in early in the minor games of
"Of course, no one now believes
Unlimited ticket $5.06 meals and
forgery
and
flight
school life. A boy soon loses hi" the old story lf the porcupine being
Wash.ngton, D. C., Sept. 3.—The
EYE, EAR, NOSE A ND
berth included.
It was the next morning and he had
taste for marbles 4unless there is a able to situ,: his quills and few would
principle of the -open shop" wi•I be been talking volubly and long on difa
THROAT
stake upon the result of the game believe it of told that there are some
applied to the postal service accord- ferent subjects when she at length
# Unless we are willing to 'cc this gen fish that obtain a large portion of tharr
managed
Office and Residence, Room 3 and •
to get in a word.
ing to a decision reached at a conferROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
eration become a mighty army of food 'by shooting it, but this last is
Columbia Building
ence between Postmaster Russe, of • "Well," she asked, "have you got
gamblers parents and teachers atilt the truth. One of these is the toxote,
cf
five or over $1.50 each, without
tt?"
Phone 1041- -Red
Chicago, and Acting Postmaster Genpreachers and editors must sand firm a frsh in the rivers of Malaysia. He
"What?
"
he
answere
d
quickly.
eral
The
11 tchcock and Second Assistant
meals; $2.00 with meals.
as a mighty phalany against gamblina Is known. at the archer or spitting
Measles? No! Although you seemed
Shallenberger. to think
PRESB
YTERI
school games which foster this evil fish. Although aquatic, the toxote has Postmaster General
SPLIT.
ANS
Good music On all the boats.
so, judging from the way in
Postmaster Russe's visit was brought which
tendency anti rinen soon•into a poei- a taste for winged insects.
you avoided me at the reception
ur'her particulars see
about by the proposed formation of a last night, and
t-vt immoral habit
again at the opera aft- Big Row in C. P. Church at Knox"When it sees an insect upon an
national labor union of postal clerks erward. You
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
Learned in the Perlors.
wouldn't give me st
overhanging branch it approaches as
ville Following vote on Union.
affiliating with the American Federa- much as a bow."
GIVEN FOWLER. Cii, Pass
or
Fourth—A vitiated social
near
a: may be, fills its mouth with
taste.
Agent. Phone 33.
"1 didn't see you." she told him.
Three-fourths of all the people who water and. then closing its gills raises tion of Labor. The determination
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 3.—KnoxWhere—where was I?" he intergamble with cards and similar de- its snout above the surface and shoots reached was that so long as postal
vices have learned to do so in the a long thread of water at the insect. tarrks or other postoffice employes mated to explain. "In the dress t ir- vile presbytery of the Cumberland
porloys and homes qf our upper co-, The toxote rarely misses its aim and conform to the rides of office and do cle, on the opposite side, with utj Presbyterian church, in sesuion raar
glasses leveled on your box."
Mlaryville, Tenn., by a vote of 21 (0
cial classes. Few indeed are the erten the game is washed off the leaf and nct attempt to coerce or molest those
-chat was a waste of time," she said., it after an exciting debate, decided to
do not enter the union there will
who have begun their gambling career into the river.
Impatiently. "and so is this. What is
join in the union with the Presbyte—DENTIST—
In the dark, occluded dens of robbery
"In Java many people preserve the be no objection to employes affiliating the use hiding the
4 4
truth any longer? rian church.
%
One congregation atand death. The boys and young men toxote in aquariums, obtaining con- N%ith a labor organization. It is ex- Why will you not
acknowledge
Truehart
tempted -ter-witiwirftwer;bet-the-defeeste
selected, and decoyed into gambling siderable amusement from watching it pressly stated however, that the de- you've lost my MS.?"
was
denied
authorit
minthe
y.
Two
dens are of two claseee: (t) The sons Shoot at the flies that come with:n partment would afford the fullest pro"Because I haven't!" be answered
tect on to those who do not see fit doggedly. "No!' tAs
of men who will pay the gambling range.
L. Sloop of Athens and
she stared at isters,;Rev.
hire in amazement.) "If that MS. has Rev. George Boat-man of Woodlawn
debts of their sons rather than see "Another of the 'shooting' fish is to join a union.
disappeared, vanished irreparably, you Tenn., withdre wfrom the presbytery
their own good name and the long• the chelinotrs, which uses a jet of
salt
are responsible, and you alone!"
as soon as the vote was announced. ,
honored name of their ancestors water, but which is far less expert ST. ANNE BANK CLOSED
Ile strode to the door, then wheeling
brought to shasne and dishonor. Many. than the toxote."-allarper's Weekly.
BY RUN OF DEPOSITORS.
Kankakee, Ill,, Sept. 3.—Atarmed round, faced her.
an honored father and mother have
"ticy, there! It is forbidden to walk
"If I foreot your story," he said
by reports of recent bank failures ,n
toiled and suffered to meet the sitsthe railway tracks."
on
different parts of the country, scores harshly. "it was because I was thinkLargest Chain Cables.
honest debts of an unworthy eon Out
"DO
not be afraid, nay good man
ing
only
of
you.
If
I was absent-mind•
What are said to be the largest of depositors made a run on the privthey might stop the whisperings Of
Ale have come here to escape the auLEMON, rP.ANGE, CHERRY
the blackmailing gambler who has chain cables ever made for ship's U5C ate bank of August Pourtra at St. ed, it was because you were present. tomobile
Umoristi
s."—TI
eo.
Mondo
If
I—er—lo
st
that
MS.,
it
was
because,
robbed their non of his money and have been turned out in South Wale- Anne Thursday that lasted all day and
well! I suppose you know it—I
had
would rob the family of its long-sus- The iron bar used in making the linae resulted in the closing of the institu- already
lost my heart. That's all.
tion ths •miornng.
"It's just flashed on me who that
is three and three-quarters of
tained and honorable reputation.
an inch
The amount still due \depositors is Good-by!"
young man was that spoke to me just
in diameter at the smallest part.
ARE GOOD. OUR
"Other People's Money."
And he turned to go. But she was
Each $8.000,
to offset which MT. Potutra
now."
link' is about 22 1-4 inches lon.g and
already at his elbow, and there
schedules notes to the amount of
was
tp If The second class is that of young weighs about t6o pounds.
"Who is -be?"
something in her hand—a typewrit
men who perhaps have hut little monten
$20a000
and
real
estate
valued
at $3o.- parcel—a
"I forget his name. hut T was enWien tested for strength the
MS.
ey of their own, hut who have opporgaged to him in the rivouttains before
breaking stress of 265.7 tons required 000, including an apartment building
"It
has
been
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWa
pretty
bad
tunity to secure it from. the cash by
quarter of
went to The eeashoce."—PaltiOnOre BERRY, PEACH. PINEA
law, instead of fracturing these on Sheridan drive, Chicago. Maist of an hour. brisn't it?" she asked
HPLE or
him,
drawer and! safe of their trusting emand
the depositors are farmers.
gigantic links, simply elmtg-ated
her eyes were twinkling—"thanks to American.
CHERRY., IS BETTER.
them
ployers.
•
about one inch. 'With the
your stories and mine. But you're not
highest
These two classes of young men
Discouraging.
going yet?" (For be was turning to
stress that the testing machine could
"Do you think it pays countta peoCome useally from the best homes sit give,
JJirn-4-)fel you ever hear this story? the door knob.) "It
about 370 tons, the links showe3
isn't late, and be. pie to take
tfur country, one! their firer step. in no
in city 'boarders?"
John—Very likely. I'll tell you be- sides—"
signs of aracks or fractur
e.—Ex- fore you get to the point.-'--.Clevelan
"Certain
ly,
as long as the boarders
•
are taught them by their port
Here
she
looked up at him, and—..h,
d
Ienpleatent Age.
agVENTP AND II ZOADWAY.
Plain Dealer
wel!!—The d
clock ttcked loudly awl the don't find it out."—Ealt;more American.
Are arastiatl..—Yallay Weakkg,
TIM. ea-

RLSruibiAlt

"UND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRIT[It
It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.

Underwood Typewriter
Good Tooth
Brushes

Excursion:

We Guarantee

es

For the Round Trip to
$8.00 Tenness
ee river &

"OPEN SHOP"

J. U. Oehlschlaece7

Excursion Rates on
The River

Or. Childress

A. S. DABNEY

,

Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
Phosphates
Ice Cream

HAYES

VI•Ltidaldladdef11:116.amb

•••••••••••••••••

4,

avow
,

LANGSTAFFabitnIMANUFte,ACTURING,p1VIPANY
g,Ceiling,
,I .uorin
.

Yellow U Gum
Fine
Poplar

Ashh

r
igiluet E
Elm

I .ath

GUM, BEECH 4.Nb OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED
, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED.
0th Phones 26.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
Euslyviile camp (meeting.
Mks. Lucy G:tz, of Bledget, Mo., is
visiting Mrs. J. W. Graham, 414 Tennessee street.
,W111 Linsey and family, of Blodget,
are visiting frie: ds and relatives in the
•c'ty.
I. Miss Elizab(
-aham and sister,
I Lorena. leave ... norning for JackI son, Tenn., to enter the M. C. F. inHAPPY TIME HAD BY JOLLY
I stitute. Miss Elizabeth will finish this
CROWD
OF
YOUNG
Mr. anti Mrs. Li;.-(: Baker and Mr.
l and
PEOPLE.
Mrs. Chari:s Bauer will return today from sojourning at Dawson.
Melville Byrd has been spending the
past week at Dawon.
Daughters of Confederacy Meet This
Herbert Hawkins is spending a few
Afternoon With Mrs. Thompson
days at Dawson.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Starks are at
Social News.
Dawson for a week or two.

SPENT THE DAY
AT LAUNCHING

I

Smoke
We want you to know
that we keep everything for
the convenience and comfort
of the smoker. Not only the
choicest line of Cigars,Cigarettes and Tobacco, but
Briar Wood Pipes
Meerschaum Pipes
Corn Cob Pipes
T. D. Clay Pipes
Cleaners
Pipe
Match &hes
Cigar Holders
Cigarette Holders
Our Cigars are kept in perfect condition and this is what
the particular, critical smoker
requires. W. handle an the
popular brands of Cigars, including the various "National"
brands which have proved
themselves so deservedly popular.
4IP''Aar

Whataver YOU* Cigar Taste
We Ca. Suit it Exact/y.

McPherson's
Drug Store.
FOURTH

AND

BROADWAY

+

+

-:-

4-

4-

4-

TWIN BRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
a

438 South Second

Special Ten Day's Sale

POPULAR WANTS.
+++++++++++

R

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,

++

We are offering a 20 year Gold Pilled Case,
Elgin Movement, for $8.45.
A Seth Thomas $za.00 Mantel Clock
for
.17.50
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,
T345
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set,
.75
SHOE repair shop old stand sos
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set
Tido
South Fourth, $1o.
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent.
off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the
city, at so per cent.
FINE litee store or shop 15x5o off regular price—you must see this
line to estimate fully the bargiana we
only $15. Ring up 0;65.
are offering.
FREE dirt soo loads Jackson and
Twenty-Eighth.
'Phone 1865.

A special reduction on every article in our
store for so days only—
at strictly for cash—
Our repass must give you satis faction.
Eyes tested free,
WANTED—A good cook at 731
Kentucky avenue; good wages. Geo.
Langstaff.
315 BROADWAY, GUT HRIE'S OLD STAND.
SPEST THE DAY AT LAUNCHIN
FURNITURE bought and sold
Died of Fever.
A launching party was given yesterWilliams, 538 South Third street.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
esterday morning at i o'clock day by a small crowd
that went up New phone
1...ujarnin :Beyer died at their resi- to Norton's 4,and
cooDA.
2I Years Experience,
ng, and after spend
dence in Arcadia, after a nine weeks ing a very pleasant
day, paid a vis!t
11\
FOR SALE—Two
hand-power
i:Iness w tit typhoid fever that at- to Captain Cutsfud
of the magnificent freight elevators.
Smith
Apply
J.
R.
t:icked him in a vigorous form from steamer Scimitar.
The
pleasure & Son.
outset.
seekers returned last evening at 5
The young man was one of the o'clock, the party comprisi
ng M.SSC3
WANTED—Five or ten men.
hest known young farmers. .of tb•s Ortence Thurman,
Jessie Parkins, miles on Cairo road, from Paducah;
-stifsortri, and-comes of a very promi • Malie Parkins, and
Messrs. Russell $t per day and board—Noble Farm.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Bullervent German fami.y.
He was :6 Long, Roy Broadfoot, Scott
Mcears of age and single. He is thz Cartry, Master Robert
Parkins, Mrs.
UMBRELLA repairing done It
youngest son of Mrs. Ulrich Beyer. Charles E. Mason.
and Mrs. James si m South Third street on short no
and besides h's mother is survived by McCarthy. the
latter
acting
as t cc.
three brothers and three sisters, all chaperones.
of whom have the sympathy of many
FOR RENT—Elegant furnished
friends.
Residence Phone 736
Confederate Daughters.
upstairs room with bath, toilet, gas. Office Phone 369.
I This afternoon, the funeral services
There will be a meeting of the znd fuel. 837 Jefferson street.
.cectir at the family residence, being daughter
s of the Confederacy this af'conducted by Ater. William Bourquin ternoon
at 3 o'clock w th Mrs. J. $000 cash buys seven smiths foot
of the Gereman Evangelical church.
W. Thompson, on -Jefferson near lots one block of Watts Boulevard.
Interment follisws at Oak
Grove Sixth street. It is desired that there F. J. Nfc_FLVv'EE. 317 N. Seventh st.
Cemetery.
be a full meeting as delegates to the
—Born on Capital Hill. Denver, state and
WANTED--Position by
general associations are to
experIGIfirr • •
Col., to Mir. and Mrs. E. V. Lenard, be chosen.
ienced stenographer.
Capable
of
a fine boy on August 30
doing all office work. Address "J."
Reir.
stet.
Sunday Nuptials.
Miss
Leona
Wilkins of eito South
GLOBE SIGHTS.
Eleventh street, and Mr. Lacy Hall. FOR SALE—Vacant lots ThirThe most acceptable form of polite- were married Sunday evening at the teenth to Fourteenth streets, north
residence of tre bride's sister, Mrs. tide Harrison street; reasonable. In
ness is cleanliness.
Blythe
second
floor IIIIPVICZ PHONIC 4114-a
About all some !sea are good for as Edward Griffin of 1345 South Ninth qture Dr.
impiDissai PROM Pe
Fraternit
y
Building.
street.
The
ceremon
y
was performed
to "second the motion"
"Dbn't worry" clubs are composed by Rev. Peter Fields of the 'Third
SHOE repair shop old stand ao7
largely. of people who are in debt. street Methodist church.
The couple are popnar young folks South Fourth, $to per month. 'Phone
The larger the town the larger the
holes a girl dares to wear in her of the South Side. the groom being 1865.
connected vr.th the
Woolfolk-Mcpeek-a-boo waist.
FINE little store or shop 55150
The first insurance against trouble Mitrtrie Mattress company.
only
$s5Per month. Ring up r865.
that children learn about is to get a
$900 cash buys seven 501165 foot
Afternoon Wedding.
promise from mother that she will
Miss Elizabeth Johnson and Mr. lots one block of Watts Bou'evard.
not tell father.
If we owned a $.4000 automobile and Buford Sanderson were married Sun- F. J. McELWEE 317 N. Seventh st.
were running it along in the street. it day afternoon at 5:so o'clock at the
3 Horse Power Motor.
WANTED FOR U. 3. 1P.MY—
would make us mad to be chased by borne of Mrs. F. L. Harper, aunt of
a
5 Horse Power Motor.
the bride, and who livekat sst South Able-bodied unmarried men between
a thirty-cent cur.
z
5
/
1
4 Horse Power MetOir•
ages
of
21
and
35;
citizens
of United
histice Charles
A man who loafs has a hard time Fourth street.
8 Horse Power Mbtor.
States,
good
of
characte
r
an
tempeof it He is not wanted at home and Emery perftirmed the nuptials in
r zo Horse Power Mow*.
rate habits, who can speak, read and
if he wanders into the stores and presence of many admir ng friends.
s aoo Lieu Dynamo.
write
English.
For
informat
ion
apFollowing the wedding, the couple
occupies the chairs intended for cusentertained may with a sumptuous ply to Recruiting Officer, New Richtomers he is frowned at.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
It is a great thing this year, girls, bridal supper, and then left for the
South
on
a bridal tour, from which
to be as pretty as a peach, but care
should be taken that you are not as they return next week.
They ar. ,WANTED-3 girls (whte) congeniboth very popular the groom being al work. salary. Apply ready to work,
cheap
171-123 North Fourth Street
A man saves up money for a rainy tssociated with the furniture factory. Mr, Meyers, Craig lintel, 8 a. m.
day and the doctor gets it later for
FOR RENT-3 rooms, furnace and
performing a surgical operation on
Wed At St. Louis.
Miss Irene L. McMahon and Mr. hall with toilet, 'hot and cold bath.
him, and it isn't an umbrella he cuts
Louis A. Walton, married at St. light and fuel. FLAT care Register.
out either..
Always caw when a man dies that Louis yesterday, the ceremony being
undec oath, upon forms to be furnBlood Poisoning Kills.
a "lance circle of friends are mourn- performed there on account of a reished
on application by said assessor
Sunday there was buried Mr AnderTax Payers' Noticel
ing" and -don't get out your meas- cent bereavement in the grooms
at his office, and that all merchants son Holland, aged 55 years, who died
family. The bride is the daughter
uring 'String.
Paducah, Kr., September r. socs6. of the city doing business for them- Saturday at Calvert City of blond poi!.
Half the world's troubles are due of Mr. J. G. McMahon of on North
You arc hereby notified that all selves or others shall :n fike manner oning, after a lingering illness.
an overestimation of the other fel-ISixth street of this city and a pretty persons owning or haying in their and in addition thereto, state the
low's money and believe that it can be girl of many attractions. Mr. Wal• possession, or under their control as highest amount in value of goods.
Child Passed Away.
had by "work" instead of labor.
ton is connected With the I. C., here, agent. guardian, or committee, exe- wares, and merchandise, owned or
Newell Milburn, aged 4 years. died
If there is any one thing a daugh- and after their wedding tour, they cutor, adm nistrator, curator, trustee, kept on hand for sale by said mer- of stomach trouble at 1903 Madison
ter likes it is to say how she would come here to rye_
receiver, commissioner, or otherwise. ehantl, during the three months next street. and was buried Sunday at tht
Just love to be a business woman, but
realty, tangitile, or intangible per- .receding such 15th day of Septem Mt. Kenton cemetery.
have you noticed that the milk man
sonal property, on the 15th day of her.
A Sorry Spectacle.•
always has to wait while she searches Behold her skipping on the sand, September, are required on
or before
Prompt attent on to this will save
everything from her writing desk upThis vaunted summer girl.
the 1st day of October to give the property' owners additional cost,
Dr. •Itorsolds, the oculist, hat
stairs to the coal bin in the basement Tier face is full of freckles, and
assessor a true and complete hst df
STEWA
RT
DICK.
Assessor
moved
.
his office from the Frateratty
for the milk tickets? The world at
Her hair is out of curl.
same. With true cash value thereof.
Office, room 9 City Hall.
building to rooms over Riley dt Cooks
large may be fooled by a gt04's claim
.--Washington Star.
as of the Isth day of September, Approvad! D. A. Yeiser, Mayor, on South
Sixth near Broadway.
that she has business ability, but ask
the milkman. He knows.
"What is the matter with you to(lay" asked one shade of another as
they sat on an overturned tombstone
in a cemetery the other evening at
dusk. "You have looked glu mazsd
the wind has whistled through yon
with particular weirdness all day. You
can't he sick, since there is nothing to
you but a shadow." "I am disappoin
ted," replied the other shade. "Here
have 'been dead a year and mylitin.
banid hatn't died of a broken theart
yet'I bragged to all the other sfiades
when T came here that he would pine
away in at least six weeks..
FOR RENT—Room for rent
34 North Sixth St.

Eye-See Jewelry Co.

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

.

Campbell Block,

••

Al W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building >•

PERSONAL NOTES.

Mrs. llettie- Cantrell, of Jones stteet,
has rettirmed from visting relatives in
Evansville.
John V. Hardy spent Sunday at
Dawson Springs.
William Bryant, the furniture drumtr. leavLs today for a trip to Mis.tisiippi.
Mrs. Mattie Rouse returned yesteri:ay from a week's v sit to her former
Isuse in Sheri:or-so:He. Ky.
Mrs. Clint
and child, of Mt.
Vernon, mo, returncd home yesterday after visiting sne formers parents.
Mr. and Mks. 'W. M. JaJnes.
Judge W. D. Greer, the attorney,
has returned from spending several
days at Dawson.
C. L Van Meter has returned from
'Pending a s•tek at Dawson.
Mrs. L. A. Wtsshington and children
have returned from spending the summer in Virginia. They were met at
Louisville by Mr. Wasthington, who
„accompanied them hack home.
litr. and Mrs. Charles Hinkle arrived
Saitirday from Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Balsley returned from ais eastern trip Saturday.
Richard Scott spent Sunday visit.ng
friends at Smithland.
Miss Katherine Wbitefic;t: and Mrs.
. lesstes. Caldwell v.ient. to Eddyville
Charles_Richardson spent Sunday at

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS

0

Novelty Works.

o

"0411041•1111111011011CIMIMI

Just Received

100
Poun 3 Best
Lin'an
Writing Paper

25

GENUINE;TRADEWATER
Lump 12c, Nut llc.

cents per pound
R. W. W VLKER CO.,
DRUGGISTS.
Both Phones 175.

esse••••••••••••••••••••••

REAL PITTSBURG

Lump 13c, Nut 12c.

Let us have your order now

West Kentucky Coal Co.

is

Irfft1V1141 Broadway.

COAL

A Poser.
Question for debating societies:
When a fire insnrance agent tackkles a,
book canvasser, will the rnnvatiler i
get his life insured, or will he :ell a
horde—Somerville Journal

Office Second and Ohio.
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